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Last week we
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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Sept.
Of early-day Kentucky household Volume Twenty-One
19, 1952 __
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DON'T
ASK FOR PINK 111PHANT AT BIG
COUNTRY STORE: EDWARDS MAY HAVE IT

ANY GRAHAMS OR VAUGHNS AROUND!
PAPER SEEKS HEIRS TO 80-ACRE ARK.FARM
1
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SOUTH FULTON HAS
LARGE ENROLLMENT

Now Is The Time for All Good Citizens To
Come to The Aid Of The City Park Project
Last week we reported two things in the
News that we would like to expend upon this
week_ One wail the cost of the proposed municipal park under advisement by the City,
Council and the other was a statement that
Paul Durbin made when he was home recently. He said: "Whatever Fulton gets behind wholeheartedly it accomplishes with flying colors."
Both statements are important because in
this instance they both are to be considered
together in the issue of the muncipal park project
Russell and &limn, the engineers hired by
the city to do a survey on the park project
estimated that the coot of a modern all purpose park would cost between $157,000 and
$214,500. There's a variance of $57,500 in the
estimated costs because of the ever increasing
cost of materials and supplies. We hope though
that the expenses will not rise above the larger
figure.
The problem that concerns us at the moment is WHETHER OR. NOT THE PEOPLE OF
FULTON WILL GET BEHIND THE PROJECT AND SEE IT THROUGH.
Obviously the City Administration cannot assume that indebtedness out of our general funds. No city the size of this one could.
Hardly a city of even larger size could do it,
alternative of
popular
so that leaves the
floating a bond issue to finance the project
The issue of course would be a revenue producing one, with possibly a small tax increase
to fill in for the payments not secured by the
revenue from the various facilities of the park_
There are many sides to this park project
.... and from where we're sitting they are all
good. Foremost in our thoughts is the establishment of a new ball park grandstand. With
our team leading the league and winning the
pennant for the past two years, we know that
be ball officials must have felt some embarrassment in staging the games in old, delapidated Fairfield Park. A new ball park is
badly needed. Understandly the Baseball As-

Does Gift Receiving
Mean There's Intrigue?
The cithc.- day Gussie Browder brought us
some good ole apple (litter. On another occasion Royce Jolley, brpught us some peaches,
Judge Stahr gave us pecans, and on and on.
The gifts were
thg
'
ly appreciated by us;
the thought was
elt on the party of the
giver, and no '
asked by thent. Just
a token of their friendship.
We bring this up to contemplate the cigarette lighter that Lamar
Caudle, disposed
Justice Department chief brought to President Truman from Italy.
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There is... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11, 1162

hickiatties

by
money. Se the price of everything
on the market goes up. As it does,
! the people demand more and
Down through the
Pages of more for Whatever they have to
history we find case after case sell — be it their labor, their prowhere great nations have been ; ducts or services.
ravaged by the disease of infla- I The government, too, is soon
tion. They always start the same caught in this spiral, which it
way and end the same way. It is started and its own.expenses and
always government -produced. It deficits grow. So it resorts to
originates with the profligate more inflation, prints more ne.ngovernment spending and a ey and raises taxes a little higher,
wasteful expenditure of the na- if possible.
tion's resources.
Does this paint a picture for
The disease strikes when the you of what is going on today?
government is no longer able to
meet the prodigal expenditures.
WHAT I HEARD
In an effort to stave this aft, the
governmenilevies confiscatory
in St. Louis the other day
Was
and ruinous taxes up on its most and a fellow was coming hark
productive citizens; and whin through the
Puffing and
taxes can no longer meet the rev- blowing. A gate,
man standing hoar
enue, they do two things — Desaid "did you miss yuor train"
base the currency and issue more
The fellow stopped and caught
,
and more printing press money.
his breath for a second and then
(You will remember that a few replied, "No—I was just chasing
years ago Roosevelt debased our It out from underneath the shed."
gold; and since, we have had an •
billions of dollars
increase of
worth of printing press money.) 1 When the heart speaks, howThe money supply is suddenly ever simple the words, its langbut there is no in- uage is always acceptable to
increased
crease of goods or services that!those who have hearts. — Mary
the people wish to buy with that Baker Eddy.
INFLATION AND FREE
ENTERPRISE

In another view we see dozens of parents
and teen-agers driving to Union City during
the summermonths to take advt3ntage of the
lovely municipal pool there. Those mothers
and children did not relish that ride over and
back and hoped more than anything that some
day Fulton could have a pool. Now the opportunity is here and those who wished so bard,
should work equally as hard to see the pm/
built.
And still in another light we see the
great advantages to this city's characteristics
as far as attracting industry are concerned. We
have been told On numerous occasions that
one of the lust itenis a large industry looks
for in a town is its recreational facilities. Our
column in that respect was always blank.
We've often felt that the lack of playgrounds,
etc., wits the most discouraging' factor in a
prospective industry site-iseeker. Now we have
the opportunity to chalk up a good credit in
that column.
No doubt many of you who read last
week's paper are staggering at the proposed
cost, but take a look at the communities
around you and estimate in your mind the
millions they -Must have spent to improve and
add to their physical characteristics.
We called on dozens of persons asking
their views on a proposed park for Fulton.
Without exception those persons were heartily
in favor of the idea and thought something
should be done. The City Fathers took that
poll as an indication of great enthusiasm
among all the citizens, and mostly the baseball fans, and
now is the time to show up
what we took up. All local clubs are asked to
appoint a member of their group to serve on
the Citizen's Park Committee. This should be
done at once. Then, when a general citizens
meeting is called be sure you are there to
either sanction or condemn the issue.
But whatever you do, take an interest in
the proposed municipal park.

. Sermonette of the Week - CHRIST THE CARPENTER, MODEL WORKINGMAN.
(Most Rev. Richard J. Cashing, D. D.
Archbishop of Reston)
CAPITAL AND LABOR are now at war
about their future relations. And a bewildered
nation patiently wits and suffers. ti
They will never find the remedy until
they put aside human pride, and bend low
enough to enter the workshop of the Carpenter of Nazareth.

But it the workman has his inalienable
rights, he also has duties.
ME FIRST DUTY of the workman who
is a follower and fellow worker of the Carpenter of Nazareth is to show to the world
that he is sincere in his faith and a loyal follower of that Leader by an uncompromising
and courageous life within the laws of God.
In the home, at the shop, in his recreation,
he lets the world know that he is guided by
the Ten Commandments.
IN A WORD, he looks upon Christ the
Carpenter not merely as his Lord and his
Leader, but also as his Model and Co-worker.
The same wind snuffs candles yet kindles
fires; so, where absence kills a little love, it
fans a great.
—IA Rouchefoucauld

eclat Topes eahasta
Caps Torn L. Gibson, Friars Point; Miss.

sociation cannot afford to band one on their
own. But they certainly can help.

Christ the Carpenter was neither an emOur nest thbught is SO WHAT? Mr
'
- ---'ployer nor an employee, yet Be was the Masman was his boss, he was grateful for the job,
ter and the Model of both.
so he saw a nice gift and brought it to him.
THE WORKING CLASSES may strive for
Later Mr. Truman found the necessity to fire
their rights with all the .strength that they
him because of alleged malpractice in his office. Should Mr. Truman have kept him on
command, but they must base their demands
account of the lighter, or does Mr. Caudle
on the principles of justice.
want his lighter back.
A wage is just only when it supports the
The whole thing is ridiculous. Frankly
wage earner and his family in reasonable, huwe think the newspapers are making too darnman comfort. In our country the ability of
ed much noise about this gift-giving and remost management to pay just wages cannot
relying. Certainly some
mink coat givers
be questioned.
smel:ed a little like skunks, and the deep
freeze givers have gotten the cold shoulder,
The right to a just wage does not come
but does that make every gift received by a
from the charity and generosity of the one
public official tainted.
who employs labor. It is a dictate of the naturFour years ago we took a Kentucky cured
al law, clarified and confirmed by the Master
ham to Mr. Truman. To our certain knowledge
of all employers, Christ the Carpenter.
neither the giver, the late J. B. McGehee, or
the deliverer, ever asked or received anything
THE LABORER also has a natural right
from Mr. Truman. Does that-make us devious
with his fellow employees so that they
to
unite
crooks with patronage aforethought or are we
may bargain, not as individuals, but as a unit;
still expecting the price of hogs to decrease?
and no man has any right to discourage, hind. Everybody is in fever heat —about the
er, or prevent such collective bargaining.
"mess in Washington." They intend to clean it
up by changing the Federal administration. If
The workman has not only a right, but a
that interest brings people to the polls and
duty to demand that the conditions, hours, and
creates an interest in clean Government then
other circumstances under which he is obliwe're for it 100%. But somehow we keep reged to work be such that he can live on the
membering the Teapot Dome scandal, the
job and at home, as a reasonable human bebread lines of 1931, the stock market crash of
1929, the employment rolls of 1930, 1931 and a
ing.
few other "advantages" that would come from
IT IS DIFFICULT for any man to save
changing this Administration, and getting rid
his soul on an empty stomach, or unless the
of those dad-blamed gift getters.
conditions of existence are such that he may
live with adequate comfort and respectability.
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High
was rendered at Fulton
25 YEARS AGO (Sept- 30, 1927):
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Valentine school Monday morning, by
announce the marriage of their Stuart Brown, vocalist, and Miss
accompanist. His
daughter, Thelma, to Mr. Bailey Ivora Cantrell,
encore number was "Yesterday."
Robert!, which was salenmized
Union City,
Friday evening in
Mrs. Lola Bard, Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Gregory officiating.
Ervin Bard and little • daughter,
teacher
The br,de is a popular
Joyce, spent Sunday with Mr.
at South Fulton_
and Mrs. Louie Bard.
The groom is the son of ter.'
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brown
and Mrs. W. M. Roberts of South
Fulton. He is engaged in the ad- Jackson, Term., visited Mrs. Alvertising business with Foust Co., lie Scofield, Sunday.
headquarters in this city.
with
Mrs. Gladstone Latta and litThe newly-weds are at home to
tle daughter, June spent the
their friends on Paschall street.
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Tobe Jackson, Fulton County and Mrs. Tom Carver near Fuljailer, wife and party had a nar- ton.
row escape yesterday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. John Veatch, Mr.
when his car turned completely and Mrs. W. F. Pitman, Mr. and
highway
gravel
over on the new
Latta, Mrii. A. F.
Mrs. W. H.
two miles below Hickman.
Gwynn and Miss Elsie Gwynn,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jackson, Mr.
Matthews, and Mrs. Willie Jackson and
ae
Miss Ethel
13usinesa daughter, Mary Willie, of near
's
student
Ctdlege
Memphis, in mending Clipton, Mr. Ckris and Miss Irene
with relatives
a few d
hi
were guests at the hen* of
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Latta.
The following girls are working
in the interest of the coming • Misses Maddie and Serrilla
football games, as leaders of Phillips spent Thursday
in
their respective classes: Sara Crutchfield with Mr. and Mrs. H.
Butt, Senior; Louella Wood,Jun- N. Seat.
ior; Grace Hill, Sophomore; and
Marie Holloway, Freshman.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Everett
motored to Columbus Sunday afMr. Cheek,
professor of the ternoon and viewed the site for
Fulton school, delivered a most the new town.
enjoyable talk in chapel at the
Chestnut Glade
High
school
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Drysdale
Wednesday.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Latta and
family were the Sunday guests of
A charming musical program Mr and Mrs Carl Drysdale.

MISS
HON
PAR
M'
honor
last
bets
Peopl
the h
James
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HORNBEAM FUNERAL HOME, INC.
PHONE-7—PHONE
Paul Hornbeak and P. C. Jones, the only LICENSED embalmers in Fulton who are connected with a Funeral house.
Mrs. Yates, Lett; Assistant.
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY FUNERAL
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
—AMBULANCE ANY*HERE, ANYTIME—
,

Savings like this
4

Machines like this asale Southern Bell to
otievtge *boot throe million feet of copper wire
e year by wide* leftover lengths together
and re-tnsideting the
Pleas.

MEAN SAVINGS
ALL ALONG THE LINE

Just I.
Woad
• All-Po
out
• Radio
Units
• CookContr
• Full-W
• Full-W
• Tiwurml
•Large

Dick Oberlin:

044e4dialions
In any major election there are
several occasions when a combination of events can decide the
final result. We had one of these
crucial times on Tuesday, Sept.
9th. On that day Dwight F.isenbower might easily have won the
election.
But the resuir prooanty still is
much in doubt (only learned historical analysts years from now
will have the perspective to decide just when we voters really
made up our minds> because one
event was in Eisenhower's favor,
If
and the other against him.
both had favored Ike it would
have been different.
The first of these two happenings was the Democratic State
Convention in Texas. For legal,
ethical and moral reasons, that
convention reluctantly put Adlal
Stevenson and John Sparkman
at the top of the Democratic ballot in the Lane Star state.
That same convention, though,
warmly and enthusiastically, and
anything but reluctantly, endorsed the candidacy of Eisenhower
and Nixon.
Ike went into the
Wisconsin
primary then needing only 'the
defeat of Senator Jolting Joe McCarthy to have a really good day.
But McCarthy won. Had he
lost, the Democrats would have
been deprived of one of their major campaign
issues. Losing
candidate Leonard Schmitt summarized this campaign issue very
neatly in his message conceding
defeats
He said the result was appalling. Not because he, Schmitt, had
lost, but because " . . . a man
with the most
corrupt record
ever made by a Wisconsin senator
I, overwhelmingly endorsed by

Wisconsin voter:s."
Many people who would eagerly vote for Eisenhower are stopped in their tracks because they
realize that one of the most important men in the Senate — if
he wins in November — will be
Joe McCarthy.
Ahd many honest, loyal, decent Americans fear and hate the
completely irresponsible, vicious
McCarthy methods which are so
fundemental
at variance with
American
concepts of fairness
and justice.
In Ole field of strictly practical
politics, there are strong indications that many Democrats crossed over into the Republican column to cast a ballot for Joe McCarthy. These Democrats figure
Joe will be easier to defeat than
an hororable, brave man named
Leonard Schmitt. 'Further, McCarthy's nomination insures that
the Democrats will continue to
have their important issue.
KNITTING PLANT PLANNED
of
Welfare
Commissioner
Luther T. Goheen
announced
plans for establishment of a knitting factory at the Eddyville penitentiary as a means of providing
work for some of the prison inmates. The
knitting
factory
would take place of a proposed
tobacco
processing plant, plans
for which have been abandoned.
State'institutions
now buy approximantly $30,000 worth of
knitted goods a year — shirts,
hosiery, sweaters and gloves for
inmates.
No reproof is so potent as the
silent lessor of a good entampla
—Mary Baker Eddy.
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Saving every usable bit of wire, each pound at
lead, aluminum and steel that can be savaged for
re-we, is just one of many ways Southern Bell keeps
down the oak of telephone service.
Making every practical eamosay, waking our facilities to the utmost and constantly improving out
methods and egisipment be keep telephone Ionics
one of today's best bargains. Day and night, a welltrained, capable and courteous teem of telephone
folks is working to provide good service at the lowest
possible lost ...for National Defense, for industry,
and for you. — Southern Bell Telephone and TeleccdaPady.
Telephotos service takes a senalier part of the font*budget than t did ten yews ago ... and wait subout call twice as many people.

Bikst Possrble Woke ... lowest Possible Cost
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THESE WOMEN!

SoCIETY

CLUB8

HOME NEWS
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MISS YVONNE FLEMING
HONORED AT FAREWELL
PARTY TUESDAY NIGHT
Miss Yvonne Flaming and
honored with a farewell party
last Tuesday night by the members of the Mt. Carmel, Young
People's Sunday School class, at
tHe holm of their teacher, . Mr.
James W. Sublette.
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Yvonne is entering as a freshman at the Murray State College.
She left last Wednesday.
Games were enjoyt:d and later
in the evIning gifts were presented to the honoree.
Those present
were: Patsy
Fl_ming, Wanda
Curd, Mignon
F.eming, Jean Hendon, Sammy
Evans, Bobby Hendon, Joe McIntyre, Brother and Mrs.
Ray
Fleming, Mrs. James
Sublette,
Jerry and James.

THE MAYTAG
AUTOMATIC

SW IL ForgetIL
Maytag does al
sir work. Sae S

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

milit,
.
6
Psir.: sm. 606
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fulton

A
/
A

FR IDAIRE

Electric Range with th•"Wonder Oven"
Lots You Bak* Cok•—
Broil a Steak —
Sam* Him —Soma Ovate
It's the greatest Improvement in ranges in years!
"Wonder Oven" provides
one extro-lorg• oven—or
hvo ovens in one, each with
blown controls and separate temperatures! Come
in I See the Frigidair• "Wonder
Oven" Electric
Range today!
Nova's I Oveel
Just Look At These Other
Wonderful Frigidaire Features
• All-Porceloln finish inside and
out
• Radiantub• 5-Speed Surface
Units
• Cook-Master Oven Clock
Control
• Full-Width Fluorescent lamp
• Full-Width Utensil Drawer
• ThermIzer D•ep-Well Cooker
• Large Warmer Drawer

•

See a complete demonstration of the
sensational "Wonder Oven" Range and
all the other new Frigidaire Metric
Ranges priced from $185.75
Model RO-60(illustrated) $389.75
Model RO-50, only $349.75
Easy Tsrms

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Vielt

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

WASHER

•

Telephone 185

students in school after they
The Fulton News
reach high school.
Friday, Sept. 19, 1952
Officers for the P.- T. A. for
the 1952-1953 school year are as parents of a 7%
-lb. son, Phill4p I
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
follows: President, Mrs. Edwin
Lee, born s46eptember 10, 1952, at
(Next Week)
Mayfield: Vice-President, Mrs.
,the
Haws
Memorial Hospital.
Sept. 21, Billy Joe King and
Charles Upton; Secretary, Mrs.
Miss Anne Strayhorn; Sept. 22,
Harvey Bondurant; Treasurer, It's a Boy!
Mrs. Muriel Jeffress.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Mangolc, Mts. E. M. Taylor; Sept. 24, Mrs.
J.
H. Roberson, Mrs. W. E. BauOther committee
chairmans Hickman are the proud parents of com, and Eliza
M. White; Sept.
appointed were: Program chair- a 9-1b. and 3-oz., son,
William 25, Luella
Wiggins and Leon
man, Mrs. Tom Arrington; Mem- Glynn, born September 11, 1952,
Browde
r;
Sept.
26,
Frank Wigbership, Mrs. Jim Purcell; Pub- at the Fulton Hospital.
gins; and Sept. 27, Jean Shelby
licity, Mrs. Wilson Fowler; Maga- It's a Boy!
Dallas.
zine, Mrs. Murell Williams; HosMr. and Mrs. Lewis Patrick are
pitality, Mrs. Samuel Holly; the proud parents of a 4%-lb.,
Reading and
Library service, son, Larry Wayne, born SeptemMrs. Margaret Workman; Char- ber 12, 1952 at the Jones Hosacter and
Spiritual Education, pital. Mrs. Patrick is the former
Set:
. us for
Mrs.
Homer
Weatherspoon; Louise Richardson.
Health, Mrs. Robert Thompson; It's a Girl!
GATES V-BELTS
and Film, Mrs. Maurice BondurMr. and Mrs. Guy Upton, ir.,
for any Machine
ant. '
are the proud parents of
The next meeting which will and 6%-oz. daughter, a '711b.
Sharon BENNET
be held on October 9 will be a Lynn, born September
T ELECTRIC
12, 1952 217 main
pot-luck supper at 7 o'clock.
Phone ZOI
at the Jones hospital.
After adjournment cold drinks
and cookies were served by the
refreshment committee.

"This'll teach me not to let you
drag me to your house
unexpectedly for dinnerr

SHRINERS AND WIVES
ENJOY BARBECUE
FRIDAY NIGHT
The members of the Southwest
Kentucky Shrine Club and their
wives enjoyed a delightful barbecue supper and party at the
Fulton Country
Club
Friday
night.
Supper was served buffet style
with all the trimmings to about
thirty-five guests.
Following the supper, the entertainment committee, W. L.
Roper, Howard Adams, and
L.
Kasnow, showed a
film
on
"Alaska".

BENNETT HOMEMAKERS
CAYCE P.-T. A. MET
MEET THURSDAY WITH
THURSDAY NIGHT AT
MRS. JOE MACK REED
CAYCE HIGH SCHOOL
Mrs. Joe Mack Reed was hostThe Cayce P.-T. A. held its first
ess to the Bennett Homemakers
Club, Thursday afternoon, Sep- meeting Thursday
evening at
tember 11, at the
One and All 7:30 o'clock at the school with
Club house. Mrs. Smith Brown fifty parents and
teachers pregave the major
lesson, "Style sent.
Trend". Mrs. 0. C. Croft made
The meeting was opened with
the minor reports. Mrs. Robert the invocation by
Rev. Elton
Davis, Landscape and Gardening Baker, followed
BIRTHS
by the reading It's
a Boy!
Chairman, gave an interesting re- of the state P.-T. A.
President's
port.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford
message by Mrs. Edwin Mayfield.
Smith,
A report on the progress of the
Mr. Darnell, principal, spoke Route 3, Martin, are the proud
drive for funds to construct the briefly on the importance
of our
4-H Club
Camp at
Dawson school. He urged both
parents
Springs was given by Mrs. Ber- and teachers to help
keep the
tha McLeod, the Home Demonstration Agent.
for the exterior of Ow home
Delightful refreshments were
served to 16 members and
six
visitors, Mrs. W. T. Dawson,•Mrs. Dr. H.W.Connaughton
H. G. Butler, Mrs. James
A.
Veterinary Service
WiWngham, Mrs. William
McClanahan, Misses Marilyn
and
Phone 117-11
Elaine Butler. Mrs. 0. C. Linton,
recreational leader, led the grpurt
or Call 71
for body and Ian
with games and songs.
Graduate Veterinarian
MISS DELRAY JOHNS
Located on Martin-Fulton
•
MARRIAGE TO MR. G. W.
Highway. .
EXCHANGE
CLARK ANNOUNCED
CO.
Miss Delray Johns, daughter of
Mrs. Bill Elliott, Fulton and Malcom Johns, Memphis became the
bride of Mr. G. W. Clark, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Clark, Fulton,
Sunday morning, September 7 at
eight-lliirty o'clock.
The ceremony was solemnized
at the home of the Rev. J. T. Hart.
Miss Dorothy Jane Reams and
Mr. Charles Edward Ray, coixins
of the bride were the only attendants.
Mrs. Clark is a recent graduate of Martin High School and has
been head of the Dairy Dept. at
the local A & P Store here for
about two years. Mr. Clark attended Fulton Schools and is employed out of town.
The newly weds were honored
with a breakfast at the home of
the bride's parents, and lunch at
the groom's parents. They left for
a short eastern trip, returning to
their home on Maple Avenue.

egivine-h476/0/3.
MARTIN-SENOUR
MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

tr.:7j

WE'LL CLEAN IT
•

SWEATERS
Send us your favorite
sweater - - we'll clean it
really C-L-E-A-N! No
shrinkage o r stretching.
Our sperior cleaning methods and experienced craftsmanship combine to assure
you satisfaction of service
and moderate prices.

—TELEPHONE 14—

PARISIAN
PHONE

FOR PROMPT PICK-UP

Lam psfor Old with...
Modern3Elm

NNW EASY-TO-USI LAMP WIRING
KIT DORS MI JOS IN MINGTI

S

—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—

FOR THE BEST IN HEATERS
offering you safe, steady, clean heat get a
KING - 0- HEAT CIRCULATOR
Check These Comfort Giving Money Saving
Advantages For Yourself
1. Beautiful enamel finish, easy to keep sparkling clean.
2. Fast, controlable heat, holds fire over night.
8. Large combustion chamber, burns gases —
produces more heat from every lump of coal
4. Specially designed interchangeable all fire
brick lining.
5. Manifold distributor. Air at top of brick
line, giving maximum combustion.
6. Built-in coal chute and smokescreen makes
firing easier and reduces smoke to a minimum.
7. Front swing top, feed door provides easy
fueling.
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will Hold Stove Until You Are Ready For It.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.Fulton
207 Church Street

A. Remove old wiring.
—

Si
40
*

B. Screw on Improv-a-li4

Convert your old lamps yourself, quickl
y, easily, right in your
own home, at negligible cost.
Ask your dealer for the wonderful new
IMPROV-A-LITE kit.
It's complete with everything you
need. Pull instructions Sc.
company it.
1MPROV-A-LITE offers you three levels
of modern, indirect
lighting from a single 150-100-50 watt
bulb ... better for reading,
Dewing, conversation, or for keeping
a mall light burning when
you leave the house.
The lamps you convert should be
your taller ones—at least
15 inches to the bottom of
the shade. The inside of the shade
ehould be white.

C. Clamp on plug.

r
I

I

FREE—A guide to better light- I
ing. For better lighting from i
your present lamps and fixtures,
I
ask for out book-

iH
et'
ome"Siee
n a Y°11tew
'
N
Light" 22 recipes II IIIIIA Y1171:'111111111111I
for better light.
ing. Get it at 011e
nearest office,
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY I
I

Electricity Is Today's Biggest Bargai
n
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LIMESTONE
FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman,Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick up
your phone!

DRIB NTS OF PIRE 114111-:
--AND BED LOTS OF ENERGY!

—ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHED—
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PMA ORDERS FILLED IN ALL COUNTIES

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY
•
Fulton Phone 301
Clinton Phon
Arkansas
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Teenple___
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Oklahoma A&M_

Bring Your

soft aria
de from n:gi °ran

Home for Service

Sawyer's Market

FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE

East Fourth Street

—from—

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY

WESTINGHOUSE HOME

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing,greasing,oil changing,
etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall and winter!

APPLIANCE DEALERS

Phone

75

Conveniently Located:
good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meats
We appreciate your business.
--VISIT US!—
Duke University

Washington & Lee

PLEASURE THAT'S EVERLASTING
A GULBRANSEN PIANO

Nebraska

Mira
SALM

NTER! WIN
ASH PRIZES
ACH WEEK

PHONE 401

FOOTBALL
EMITEST
Nothing To Buy; Anyone Can
Win!Just Follow These Simple
Rules: - - - -

HORNER'S JEWELRY AND
PIANO SAW

L Weskit ad on this page yea will finii
football games being played ibis weekend. Fill is year pleat es le melt scare and
either send in the Page, or write scores in
a piece et paper and seed as Hie musty'. taelwde year name and address sad semi
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, runes, Ky. De NOT
send to the advertisers.

FULTON, KY.

Z. Entries may be brewed to Ike NEWS
office is perms by sees Saturday, day
after issue, or, if mailed, MUST be postmarked by wee of that day. One set of
scores per person. All games listed must
be seared.

Citadel

For that next printing order

Z. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second bed, 12; third
beet $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are Played
and
checks malted winners that night. is ease
of ties, closest scores will determine winner.

/

"The Printing Number"

Hugh Rushton
Owners

79P

TELEPHONE 47-0

J. M.Martin

Wake Forest.__

Guaranteed Diamond Rings

Georgia Tech ....

South Dakota

AT

'Commercial Avenue
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Kentucky

........

.•..

Villanova

Just What You Need For a Warm Comfortable

teat

WINTER!

BTU
OIL HEATER

R70,800

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms comfortably)

$159.50
WDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street

Waned*
shapes th
pimpled
boss Re a
sleeves. Es
Wog.7 k
COO,

Phone 905

Louisiana State

Texas

You'll enjoy the good food at the
204

DRIVE-IN CAFE

+ + +

KING MOTOR COMPANY
THE FULTON NEWS

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

Commercial forms, stationery, envelopes
circulars
business cards
Programs
Catalogs
Univ. of Georgia

Vanderbilt

We serve tasty BARB
ECUE. good
PLATE LUNCHES and all kinds
of
sandwiches and cold drinks. Open

SHELL GAS

6:00 a. m. until midnight.

X-100 MOTOR OIL
—USED CARS---

..

1

---We Have Your Favorite Brand of
Depot Street, Fulton

PHONE 1267

Maryland ... .....

Beer---

Chester Hastings, owner

..

Missouri

PLAT
THICl

111 Carr Street

FOR THE FINEST IN

Santa Clara.

LIQUORS AND WINES
—VISIT--

"SOMETHING FROM THE JEWELERS IS
ALWAYS
SOMETHING SPECIAL". COME TO

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
"You are always welcome at our Store"
FULTON, KENTUCKY
P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON
Kansas .....---.--

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
111111111111

Hamilton and Elgin watches; International
and Towle Sterling
silver; lovely glassware and china in a wide
variety; Sheaffer and
Parker pens and sets; Ronson lighters and many
other lovely gift
ideas.
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TRACTORS
AND OTHER
EQUIPMENT
---ON DISPLAY AT THE--

BURNEITE TRACTOR COMPANY
207 E. 4th
St.

Houston....

•

SEE THE NEW
JOHN DEERE .

228 CHURCH STREET
—
FULTON
Beautiful, distinctive, cherished gifts for Weddin
gs, Birthdays, Anniversaries and all
special occasions.

Texas A & M
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Univ. of Oregon .... ...„

Fulton

Phone 169
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party and guests at the Magnolia Miss sus EASLEY,
POPULAR
Room of the New Waldron Hotel. BIUDE-111LECT,IBONORE
BIRTHS
Friday, Sept. 19, 1952 — The Fulton News — Page 5
D AT
The table held a beautiful ar- MN!
.Y PRE-NUPTIAL PARTIES It's a Boy!
rangement of flowers, flanked by
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. (Forty)
Miss Sue Easley, popular bridesquare dancing, country store,
lighted candles, and a tasty menu
elect of William Edward Byars, Pigue are the proud parents of a
hot dogs, drinks, etc.
was served.
SOCIETY
—+—
son
born
was
honored
The Freshmen Class is sponsorAttending the breakfast were:
Saturday, September 13,
with a series of
CLUBS
HOME NEWS
ing a food sale on Saturday, the
Mr. and Mrs. Hogan, Mr. and Mrs. pre-nuptial parties over last week 1952 at a hospital in Dallas, Tex.
PHONE 478
27th
Charles Thomas, Jimmy and Don end. The parties
of September at the K. U.
were held beThe following were patients in
Office on Lake Street at Fulton.
Hogan, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Wrath- fore many of her friends refurn, They are•twins!
the local hospitals Thursday.
Buy your Sunday dinner from
er of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. ed to college this week.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mr. Hogan and Mrs. McClellan Are Wed
them.
The' wedding will be one Of Mrs. Charles Singleton, Fulton, Haws Memorial-Hospital:
Johnny Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
All the classes have started a
Curry, Miss Dorothy Mae Barton, the leading events of early Fall. who are the proud parents
Mrs. Myrtle Randall, Obion;
of
In Quiet Ceremony On Sunday.Sept. 14th.
The first of the series of at- twin daughters born September Mrs. Christine Hastings, Fulton; dr1v€ for scrap iron and old paMiss Virginia
North and
the
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Ford.
tractive parties was a buffet sup- 16, 1952 at the Haws Memorial Mrs. Floyd Dedmon, Fulton; Mrs. per. They will appreciate your
Of wide-spread interest in Ful- marriage. The vows
were pledged
per at the home of
Hospital. The first child weigh- W. H. Zaricor, Route 4, Martin; donations.
ton and the Mid-South Where in Corinth, Miss.,
on Sunday, After a wedding trip to the Maxwell McDade, Mr. and Mrs.
both the bride and
Third Street, ed 5 pounds and was horn at 9:05 Mrs. Conan Shupe and baby boy, The F. Ii. A. is sponsoring a
groom are September 14, at nine thirty in Smokies, Mr. and Mrs.
Hogan
Dances
popular and well known is the the morning.
and
daughter, Fulton; Mrs. Eugene Underwood program of Folk
will be at home at 504 Eddingt Thursday night. Miss Ann Me- a. m. and the Other
Dade and Mrs. Gene Hatfield born at 9:10 a. m., weighed 5 lbs., and baby, Fulton; Mrs.
announcement
made today by
Street, Fulton.
Bruce other games under the direction
Scene
of
the
marriage
was
the
of
Mrs.
were
W. B. Sowell, Septemhostesses.
and 3 ounces.
Mrs. Purlee McClellan and Mr.
Mobbs, Fulton; Miss Darlene
Miss Easley was presented a
J: R. (Happy) Hogan of their home of Mr, and Mrs. Pete Cuiry VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
Hinkle, Route 3, Union
City, ber the 26th at 7:30.
with Rev. L. D. Hill, pastor of
It's
a
Girl!
place
The
setting
P.
T. A. met
in
her chosen china
Thursday
Tenn.; Mrs. Charles Singleton and
the First Methodist Church read- MEET TUESDAY AT
night with Mrs. Edwin Mayfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Floy
pattern by the hostesses.
Hoskins, twin girls, Fulton; Mrs.
COMMUNI
Nora
TY
HOUSE
ing the wedding vows. A small
the
Union
newly
elected
City
are
President
the
proud
preparents
Jackson, Ridgely, Tenn.; and Ve'Bridge Luncheon
group of relatives and intimate
The Victory Homemakers met
siding.
Miss Jane White was hostess to of a 6-1b. 6 ounce baby girl, De- nola Sisson, Fulton.
friends Of the -couple were in at- Tuesday afternoon at the PalesMrs. Charles Upton from
a delightful bridge luncheon at berah Ellen, born September 15,
tendance.
Jones Clinic:
Lodgston community was elected
tine Community House. Hostess- one o'clock Friday afternoon
1952 at the Fulton Hospital.
at
'Mrs. Charles Thomas of Union es, Mrs. Raymond Harrison and the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The devotional
Mrs. Mary Terrell, Fulton; Mrs. Vice-President.
Bob It's a Boy!
City attended her mother as ma- Mrs. Harold Williamson welcom- White.
Buren Rogers, Fulton;
Mrs. was conducted by Rev. Alton
Mr.
and
Mrs. A. E. Blaylock, Maude Mor&an, Martin; Mrs. Baker of the Crutchfield circuit.
tron of honor, and Jimmy Hogan ed the members and one visitor,
Miss Easley was presented a
Dukedom, are the proud parents Maggie Fowler, Fulton; Mrs. C. Talks were made by the Principal
of Union City served hie father Mrs. Clifton Linton, and one new cream and sugar in her chosen
of
a
8
pound,
member,
4 ounce baby boy, B. Jones, Cayce; Mrs. Thomas and the chairman of the various
best
as
Mrs. Ben Davis.
man.
china pattern as a guest gift.
Charles Atles, born
The president, Mrs. T. R. WillSeptember Bruce, Fulton; Mrs. Lewis Pat- committees.
The bride wore a Koret of CaliMiscellane
ous Shower
15, 1952 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Reginald Williamson, repfornia two-piece model of blue iams, announced that the Annual
rick, and baby boy, Fulton; Mrs.
Saturday
On
afternoon
at 2:30
velveteen, featuring a tight-fit- meeting would be held October Misses
Guy Upton, and baby girl, Ful- resenting the Lodgston P. T. A.,
It's
a
Mary
Boy!
Ann
Brady and
ting bodice with self covered but- 15, at the First Methodist Church Amelia
school athletic
ton; Mrs Clarence Cashion, Ful- presented our
Parrish, Mrs. Billy WestMr. and Mrs.
Conan Shupe, ton; and Mrs. Newton Huddle equipment which they had and
tons down the front. She wore a in Hic,kman. The ladies of the moreland,
and
Mrs.
Billy
Hill Fulton are the proud parents of a
donated fifty dollars to the Home
rhinestone necklace and earrings, church will serve dinner for- $1.00 were joint
hostesses at a delight- 9 pound, 4 ounce baby boy, Wal- and baby girl, Fulton.
Ec. Dept. and One hundred doland her hat of dusty pink felt per plate, and all plates must be ful
miscellane
ous
,
shower
and
ter
Fulton
Todd,
Hospital:
born September
lars to the Cafeteria for Equip15,
featured shell trim. Her corsage reserved.
party at the home of Mrs. Hill's 1952, at the Haws Memorial
hosMrs. E. L. Cooke Ft-resell-IQ a
was an orchid.
Mrs. Richard Cypret and baby, ment.
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
pital.
Roper
We are very grateful to
Mrs. Thomas wore a dress of very interesting report on "Style Fields,
the
Clinton; Mrs. William
Stroud,
Fourth Street
She said that words
wine taffeta, with accessories of Trends".
Route 3, Clinton; Jeanette Myatt, Lodgston community's assistance
It's a Boy!
Miss Easley received
many
cannot
and
realize they are a valuable
begin to describe the varblue. She wore a pink gladioli
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Under- Moscow; Mrs. Chester Mangold addition to our school
iety, beauty, and interest of fab- lovely gifts.
corsage.
and baby, Hickman; Mrs. V. L.
wood
are
the
proud
Dinner
parents
Party
of
a
rics
for
fall
We
Following the
will see more of
wedding cereClimaxing a week-end of so- 7 pound baby boy, Ronnie Gene, Dunning, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Ralph
mony, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford, the new synthetic fibers, such as
Croft of Huntington
Floy Hoskins and
baby, Union
formerly of this city, were hosts orlon, dacron, dynel, nylon, acri- cial activity, Miss Betsy Whitesell born September 15, 1952, at the City; Mrs. L. M. McWherter, Park, Calif., has been visiting his
was hostess to a delicious dinner Haws Memorial Hospital.
SALAD DRESSING
t oa breakfast for the
wedding lan, vicara, and other. These fabWingo; Edgar Harrison, Water parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Croft.
rics have many marvelous quali- party Saturday night at six-thirty It's a Girl!
Tommy Nall has returned to
Valley; Mrs. Mettie Guyn, Route
at
the
home
of her parents, Mr.
ties but Mrs. Cooke warned that
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jackson, De- 1, Fulton; Basil Hawks, Route 4, Middlestown, Conn., for his
most of them
have extremely and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, West troit
sophomore
Dresden;
year at Wesleyan UniMrs. Ed
Brunswick,
are the proud parents of a
low melting points and great care State Line.
Hickman; Mrs. J. R. Pruett, versity.
6
pound,
9
ounce
girl
born
Miss
Easley
Sepwas
presented
two
should be
taken in
pressing
Tweedy Check
Mrs. Lee Reeves has returned
pieces of crystal in her chosen tember 16, 1952. Mrs. Jackson is Route 3, Fultoh; B. B. Stephenthem.
the former Sue McMillin of Ful- son, Fulton; M. C. Castleman, from Chillicothe, Texas where
pattern,
as
guest
her
gift.
Changes in the silhouette are
Hickman;
Walter
Menees,
Cayce;
she attended a ten-day reunion
ton.
not too marked with the swing
Charlie Holloway, Fulton; Ray- with five of her sisters, Mrs. K
121CZ
ei
C2
#
4
44f
toward a more softly curved line. MRS. W. B. BENNETT
It's a Boy!
mond
Presley,
Route
Fulton;
1,
W. Cabe of Pampa, Texas; Mrs.
Lengths remain about the same, HAS SURPRISE BIRTHDAY
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Lan- Will Beard, Fulton; Mrs. Prud- J. 0. Davis of Plainview, Texas;
mid-calf, with slightly longer DINNER TUESDAY, SEPT 16
caster of Chicago, Ill., are the ence Hudspeth, Moscow; Mrs. Mrs. H. L. Cabe of China Lake.
lengths favored.
Mrs. Bill Bennett was surprised proud parents of a baby boy born. Don Joyner, Route 5, Fulton.
Calif.; Mrs. Henry Davis
of
Mrs. Cooke advised, "Never Tuesday night, when a number of September
16, 1952 at the I. C.
Chillicothe, Texas; and Mrs. J. C.
wear a style just because it is in her friends gathered at her home
Original
Hospital in Chicago. Mrs. LanBurton
of
Cold
Water,
Mich.
fashion. Choose the line and col- for a surprise birthday supper at
caster is the former
Katherine
Capt. J. D. Hales, who is in the
or most flattering to you."
7 o'clock.
Grimes,
formerly a nurse at
'Me that
Army Hospital at Fort Campbell
A delightful supper was enjoy- the Hawsand
Hospital.
with polio is continuing to imMISS LOUISE GLISSON
ed by the following: Mr. and Mrs.
prove.
AND RAYMOND STALLINS
Eph Dawes, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. It's a Boy!
WED SUNDAY IN CORINTH
Wallace, Jonelle and Amelia Ann, Rev. and Mrs. Bob Covington
•••••••••••••••
the
Miss Louise Glisson became the Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bone, Mr. T. of Forth Worth, Texas are
boy,
Cayce School is teeming with
bride of Raymond Stallins, Sun- J. Koonce, Mr." Bill Bennett and proud parents of a baby
day morning, September 14, at 8 children, Ann, Bobby, Joe, Eddie, Robert Dean,_ born last week. activity these days. One of the
and Willa Kay, and the h/noree. Mrs. Covington is the former An- most enthusiasti
o'clock, in Corinth, Miss.
c events was the
Presents
The honoree received many nie Laurie Burnette of this com- election
They were accompanied by two
of cheer leaders at the
lovely gifts and everyone wished munity.
The Newest
assembly period last week. Eleancouples, including Miss Ruth Byher many more happy birthdays.
or King,-June Wright, Virginia
ars of Fulton.
Harris, Roberta Holly and Lor,The bride is the daughter
of
PERSONALS
Warmest all wool!toed, twist
etta Gilbert were the victorious
M. and Mrs. J. W. Glisson of MEMBERS OF PACE Q03,
AND DEN cmtv's 'MEET
Billy Browning an his guest, candidates.
*apes the coot, swirb eut
near Beelerton and was employed
Bibe Curlin of Frankfort, Mr.
as a waitress at Smith's Cafe be- TUESDAY NIGHT
paneled bock. Visivet underOne of the planned programs
and
Nelson
Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Eugene
Tripp
and the members
fore her marriage.
lies, the coder, and cuffs 11,46
The groom is the son of Mrs. of the Pack Committee met with Pigue, Wendell Norman, Mac for the year is a Box Supper on
&eves. Evan Iridescent toffees
Roxie Stallins of 202 West Street, the Den Chiefs Tuesday night at Nall, and Read Holland have re- the evening of October 17. At this
Wag. 7,0 14.
Church. This ported to the University of time the election of the Basket
Fulton. He is a yard switchman the Methodist
Coot,
for the Illinois Central Railroad meeting was to assign the boys Kentucky in Lexington to re- Ball Queen will take place. The
here. He is a veteran of World to their dens, and brief them on enter for the coming school year. various classes have chosen the
following candidates for Queen;
War II, with two years of that their duties as Den Chiefs.
Miss Susan Adams returned to Freshmen; Martha Hodges, SopThose present
were: Don
time overseas. He is past ComJackson,
Tenn.,
Monday where homore; Carole Alexander; Junmander of the Marshall Alexand- Campbell, Roger Pigue, Tommy
Tanner, David Clements, Joe Dal- she is a sophomore at Union Uni- iors; Eleanor King, and Seniors;
er American Legion Post*
versity.
Carlene Scearce.
Upon their return from a short las and George Burnette. ComPo.P.2426$941
were: Louis
wedding trip,
Robert L. Logsdon, Jr., RDI of
they will be at mittee members
In order to raise money for the
home 202 West Street in Fulton. Weeks, Roper Fields, Dean Har- the USN, his wife and daughter, Queen's Contest, the Juniors are
wood, and Ward Johnson. Oliver Sydney, have returned
to
San sponsoring a Play Party at the
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Graham, Pigue, Committeeman from Boy Bernardino, Calif., after visiting school auditorium, on the evenBoy
Scout
Troop
No.
34 was also his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. ing of September the 23rd. No
Artesia, New Mexico are visiting
Logsdon, Sr., at 503 Arch Street. charges at the door. There will be
Mr. and Md. Lawson Roper and present at this meeting.
other relatives in
Fulton, and
204 Lake Street
Fulton
Phone 1360
Mra. and Mrs. H. H. Graham in
Crutchfield.
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ROBERTS STORE
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JACK AND JILL SHOP
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...NOW! THE HICKORY LOG IS
The New Ownership And

-Open All Night
---For Your Added Convenience---

PLATE LUNCHES DAILY

THICK MALTS

THICK MILK SHAKES

The New Management Of

2aceie4 CLEANERS
Announce A Re-Opening For Business

ICE COLD BEER

WE ARE NOW SERVING MAXWELL HOUSE COFFF:E

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

Curb Service Until 12:00 Midnight

Clothing will be received on Saturday and the cleaning
plant will begin operation on Monday. Top quality work.
All work guaranteed.
Paul R. Howard, the new manager, was formrely associated with Model Cleaners, Memphis, and has had many
years' experience in this field. He invites you to bring
your cleaning in to him for a "Quality" job.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
HUGH FL Y. Owner

MISS SUE JEWELL, Mar.

Pickup and delivery service will be resumed Monday,
September 22. Telephone number 4.

By

ULM-SNEER 4tNOIIIM

Costume-cued to
complement your pretty
Fall-into-Winter wardrobe, you'll want tq begin the new Fall Season
with a color assortment
of these fashion-right
Claussner Kleer-Sheer
Nylons.

1.35
$1.65
ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake Street

The Fulton News
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..TID BITS..

which is the official publication also Means that a lot of
people
Commonwealth of Ken- who are
of the
usually in the market
tacky, deal with the state's expanded program of treating men-. will be waiting. The best time to
tail patients, the new Capitol An-1 buy is when others are laying
nee buliding In rtankfort, cot- back."
ton farming in Kentucky and thel Sixteen bulls and 25 females
aids being given tourist promo- will be sold by auctioneer J. E.
tion by Kentucky oil companies., Halsey, Des Moines, Iowa. ConOn the cover is a picture of signments from
Western Kentucky are being made by Chas.
Natural Bridge, located
n
M. Meacham, Jr. & Sons, Mor- Slade in Powell county.
The magazine is the last issue garifield; Norman & Waller, Maedited by Donald B. Towles, Lex- ganfield; Thomas S. Waller, Paington, who has been editor since ducah; and Henderson Gill,
1948. Towles is now on army duty Russellville.
In the 1951 sale eleven bulls
at Camp Pickett, Va.
averaged 2510 and twenty-four
females $471. The cattle were sold
to breeders from a wide area,
many going into Tennessee, Arkanias, Mississippi and Alabama.

GOOD HEALTH

Example has more followers
CAYCE NEWS
than reason. Tee
unconsciously
"MIND YOUR MANNERS" I I.WHAT AP.. TleS
aariee embdurame
imitate what pleases us, and apRoy Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
A long bus trip this summer
MAJOfk'TYPE OF
proximate to the characters we Wade spent last week-end in St. gave me many chanc
es to watch
HEAs
cr DISEASE?
most admire. — Christian
N. Louis, Mo.
the customs of people. hvgeneral,
Bovee.
Miss Cora Brown of
pheu
South I must say, our American people!
Carolina visited Mr. and Mrs. A. are pretty nice folks. In spite of
Simpson and family and other of having to change busses at all
hours of the night, to wait pafriends here last week.
tiently to be served in
rushed
Mrs. R h Johnson spent Wed- restau
rants, to take one's turn at
nesday afternoon with Mrs. Efwish basins, and to be transferfie Roper.
red from one place to another at
Mrs. Raymond
Graddy and the last minute, most
people took
Peggy Joyce will return
from It all in a good
Campbell's Clinic in Memphis with good humo spirit, frequently
r that was contathis week end after spending gious. A pertty
good cross section
several days
with a specialist, of America, except the
very rich
x-raying Peggy's arm, which she and the very
poor, can be seen ona
broke at school last week.
a transcontinental bus.
Mr. and -Mrs. Maurice BondurThis trip, however, confirmed
ant, Maurice Carr, Mrs. Clara
Carr, and Mrs. Clyde Linder me in a belief that has been
growing for some time: that wospent Saturday in
Memphis men, in
a serious disease. It Is of no great
gaining their so-called Answer to Question No. 1:
Paducah, Kentucky, because of
shopping.
There
many types of heart importance other than the discom- Ha central location and
Mr. and Mrs. Met Arrington, freedom, sometimes have forgot- disease. are
facilities,
fort.
The
Ninet
best
treat
y
per
ment
cent
is
rest has again been chose
of all
Carl and Linda, moved to their ten their manners. The rudest heart patients suffer from one
n as the site
of of these cords by talking very litmanners I found were those of
new home in Fulton Saturday.
three types of the disease—rheu- tle—and when necessary, only in of the annual Mid-America
Choose your Druggist as you
Miss Sue Ammons left Sunday women, for in no instance did I matic, hypertensive and coronary. a low voice. Cold compresses. Shorthorn sale. Shorthorn breed- choose your Doctor- wisely
.
to enter Nurse's Training in the see a big man elbow his way Children between 5 and 15 are gargling and inhalations may be ers from Indiana, Missouri, Illi- The purity and quality
of any
Methodist hospital in Memphis. through a crowd of women to get the chief victims of rheumatic helpful to hurry the healing pro- nois, Kentucky, and
Tenne
ssee product is the honesty and inhis chosen place. Unfortunately, fever which damages the 'heart cess. If hoarseness persists, be sure will send
Mrs. Roscoe
consignments to this tegrity of its maker
Hutchins, who howev
valves and causes rheumatic heart to see your physician.
. That is
er, I did see several wo- diseas
event to be held Thursday,
underwent an
operation at the
Hyper
e.
tensi
Sep- your preseription for your well
on, or high,
tember 25, at the Carson
Obion County hospital in Union men-not young ones, either-use blood pressure, causes the heart Answer to Question No. Si
Park
being-and our way of telling
City last week is improving at all the bad manners that could be to enlarge and puts a damaging As a rule, night-sweats in chil- Fairgrounds.
you that our Pharmacy is your
the home of her parents, Mr. and imagined in a bus station
Tffomas S. Waller, Paduc
or strain on the heart and arteries. dren are not serious. They are
ah, safeguard for valuable dependwhen the busses were being load- This usually attacks middle-aged usually due to an over-heated attorney
Mrs. Dood CampbelL
and
president of the able, honest prescription serveople. Coronary heart disease is room and to too many bed-covers.
Walter Mersees, who is serious- ed. I fear my students will get mused by arteri
Kentu
cky
Short
horn
oscler
osis or hard- If the night-sweats persist despite
Breeder's ice. Think twice about this
lectured several times on
ly ill has been
Associ
the ming of the arteries—and is most prope
r room temperature and year's ation, reports that this when you next have a prescripPerhaps she's a florist' or Beauty Hospital for taken to the Fulton strength of this experience.
:ommon among old people.
sale
treatment.
offeri
ng
is
prope
shapi
cover
r
ng up tion filled. Think twice about
ing
and if the child
Parlor Operator... the Manager
I am still an old-fashioned man Answer to Question No. 5:
Mrs. Pearl Fisher of Memphis
seems usually healthy, by all the best in the three year his- your Druggist just as
of a Dress Shop or of a Music Tenn., is visiting
you do
in
tory
a
great
of
many ways; I still canHoarseness is usually due to an means consult your family doctor.
this event.
Mrs. Ruth
your Doctor. Over 3813,702 PreStore. Whatever her bananas Cloys.
not sit still when a lady is stand- inflammation of the vocal cords. ICopyright 1952 by Health
"It should be an excell
Informaent time scripdons filled in this Drug
. . . whatever the product or
Pvt. Charles A. Burns of ing in the aisle of a bus or train. On rare occasions it is caused by tion roundstiOn I
to buy," he retorts.
"Past
service you are looking for, Georgia is spending his furlough And I am glad to say that the laburned and winter feed ures are Store to date.
is short.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. dies whom I offered my seat the crudest failed to reccgnize.
you'll Ind it in the
Democratic majority in Kentucky This means a
CITY DRUG CO.
lot of cattle that
As a middle-aged wiseacre, in November.
were very gracious in thanking
Arthur Burns.
normally would be held
C. IL Mcbanied,
then.
would like to warn young
as
I
reme,
A
both
reviva
when
l
meeti
they
ng
accep
place
is in proted the peopl
'YELLOW PAGES' gress
ments will be consi
gned. It
e, if any read this column,
seat
and
at
when
the
Metho
they
dist
retur
ned it
Church
of your Telephone Directory here. Rev.
Daniel, the pastor is to me at the end of their journey. that it is still wholesome and encouraging to find good manners
holdi
Frank
ng
ly,
the
I
found
meeti
ng.
that
wome
n
... your handiest guide so
Ii West Kentusky
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sloan travellers are more courteous to among people, that publicly there
is no other way to judge strangWHO BUYS — SELLS
spent Saturday in Memphis shop- men than to other women.
ping.
RENTS — REPAIRS
/t is althogether possible that ers or chance acquaintances.
I am an
outmoded old codger, When women are trated in City Absorbing Growth
that I recall too vividly the court- every way just like men. I want Well
Shone 470 for Job Printing
, Article Reveals
esies of other times, even at re- to be on some other planet, with
Paducah and Paduchians are
no telescope to look back on this
mote Fidelity. However, I like
to
taking the expansion caused by
think that there was something one.
the new atomic energy plant befine in believeing that wome
ing built there in their stride, and
n
should receive more
courteous
the city is absorbing the growth
treatment than men. And most
well, according to the feature
men that I know are of the
same
story in the fall In Kentucky
opinion. Even the youngsters
who
Magid/he that appears this week.
profess such devotion to the
idea
The story compares Paducah of
of a woman's being in
every way
two years ago with the city of toa
pal
and
an
equal tell me that Underwood Predicts
SOIPTIllall SILL TIMP11101941
day and notes that although it is
they still like the girl who
AND TILBORAPN COMPANY
ex- Victory In November
much busier, more crowded and
pects to be treated like
considerably different most citiand not merely a smaller a lady
Betwe
To Buy A Bull .... To Buy
en
twelv
e
and
fifteen
and less
robust man.
hundred voters from all sections zens seem to like changes brought
Som
e Better Females. Pastby
the
new
plant.
of the state flocked into LouisNot at Fidelity, actually
Other stories in the magazine,
and j ville94erk when
ures are burned out... winter
Kentucky •
idealistically, there was a
feed is short_ .. people are
*poked their 1952
observance of the respect strict' Dem
due a cam*/ it; tJERSquarter
lady. There was little
s at'the
sell
ing the itlizd they should
mocki
shSeelb
ach TroteL
ness in our manners, for
keep. Others usually in the
Led by Senator Tom Undera plain people, not far we were
removed wood, who , tops
from pioneer days.
the Kentucky
'market are waiting. This is
But
was a lady and, as such, a lady ticket, visitors included Governor
HOW FOLKS
the time to buy that better
ed a respect that only demand- Lawrence. Wetherby, Senator ViAlt10
HAVE. OPERATIONS
the very E,arle C. ,Clements,
bull . . . to add those good
crudest ones failed to
Lieutenant
observe.
Governor Krherson Beauchamp, 5U( HOW -MEL? LIKE 40
purebred Shorthorn females you've always
The few who treated women Representative
'fALK AlSOLT(
Garrett Withers
wanted. THIS IS THE PLACE . . .
as if they were men were
soon of tre Second Congressional DisArtER
put int otheir places, for
plain, trict, Representative John. Watts
HAVE 'Et+
crude manners
refused to tear of the Sixth Congressional
Disdown one of the permanent
dis- trict, signed
the
regist
er
and
tinctions of humanity. We
all greeted praty workers.
liked tomboys, and still do. But
Senator Underwood, back
from
tomobys, then and now, mer- a congressional
trip to Switzerely an exuberant girl who is
land,
repor
ted
not
to his Kentucky
afraid to be a healthy animal,
to constituents that the
Marshall
climb trees, to wade in the mudd plan and the
program of collecty
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
road, to play town ball with
the ive security "have
greatly reboys, to help her brother yoke duced the threat
of
war."
his calves, or even to chop or
(Carson Park Fairgrounds — 1:00 P. M.)
He also to!cl a group of
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Mrs. Dewey Fields
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs.
Dora Myatt were: Mr. and
Mrs.
Ray Green and
Judy, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Myatt and
children,
ad Mrs. Lela Lutter of
Mayfield.

Mr. and Mrs. Grover Goss
om
and James visited Mr. and
Mrs.
Curey, Sunday.
Mrs. Vera Dowdy visited
Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Fields in Fult
on
Sunday and Monday.
Mns: Noble Fields was host
ess
to a delightful birthday
party
Sunday afternoon honoring
her
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eenty-four
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South Fulton P.-T. A.
Has Good Meeting

Friday, Sept. 19, 1952 — The Ful

ton News — Page 7

At the first meeting of
the
South Fulton PTA held at
the
school last Thursday, more than
90 parents and teachers were
in
C. E. Hughes, Manager of the
Louisville, Ky. — The name attendance. The president, Mrs.
s
Southern Bell Telephone
Ben
Schw
erdt
district
,
and of
pres
ided
chai
over the
rmen for the
Telegraph
Company, Fult
business session.
Methodist
Kentucky, reports good resul on, Evangeli Louisville Area United read the "Pre Mrs. J. C. Olive
stic Mission, to be conts in
sident's Message".
canvassing the Fulgham area
last ducted October 24 to November Principal Mac Burrow made
week. The canvass will cont
short talk on some of the scho a
23, have been announce
inue
ol
d by Dr.
until all farms In the area
are Eugene B. Golay, Louisville problems and he introduced the
, new faculty
visited and offered service.
Area director of the mission.
members.
Mr. Hughes states that it
Paris District chairmen
now
Misses Charlotte Willianis, Bet, apbecomes necessary to enlarge
the pointed by Dr. W. S. Evans, dis- ty Schwerdt, and
Ann Clark,
Central Office at Clinton, in
or- trict superintendent, are Rev. J. sponsored by the Unio
der to serve the Fulgham
n City KiH. Elder, Martin, Tenn., spiri
area
wani
s
Club
, American Legion
tual
and the equipment for this
preparation;
will
Rev.
and
R.
Sout
C.
h
Mayo,
Fulton PTA respectibe shipped soon. Later as the
can- Dresden, Tenn.,
mass meeting; vely, gave interesting
vassers move into other
sections Rev. J. C. Hulme, Greenfield, "Girl's State," whic reports on
h they
of the county, it will be
atTennessee,
necc
rally; tended in Lexington early this
sary to enlarge the tele es- Rev. J. Nobl youth
phone
e Wilford, Pari summer.
s,
building and to add consider
able Teen., finance; Rev, C. M. Robtelephone equipment. Mr.
Mrs. Ward Johnson and
Hughes bins, Fulton, Ky., publicity and
Cubstates these plans are now
master Nelson Tripp of
promotion;
on
drawing board and manufact the self, pers and Dr. Evans, him- of the Cub Scouts were Pack 40
onne
ure
pres
l and assignment.
ent
of the necessary equipmen
and requested
volunteer
t is exden
The Louisville
Area United mothers from the
pected to start soon.
group. More
Evangelistic Mission is
the
gest project ever undertak big- den mothers are needed to be in
en by charge of the large number
the
of
Meth
odist churches of Ken- Cubs
daughter, Darlene, on her
this year.
seventh tucky and western
Tennessee, the
birthday. Darlene received
many territory covered by
the Louisnice gifts and games were
enjoy- I villa Area of
DEATHS
The
ed by all.
Methodist
Chur
I
ch.
Rev. Johnston and
NAN
NEY FUNERAL
Mr. EdThe evangelistic crusade wi,11
wards were dinner guests
of Mr. be
Fune
ral services for Mrs. Celia
conducted ip two units.
and Mrs. Leonard
Sutton one
east unit is scheduled for The A. Nanney, Route 3, Dresden,
night last week.
Cato- who
died
her
at her home Septembe
24 to November 2. It includes
Mr. Grover Gossom cut toba
cco the
4, were held the following Satu r
Tuesday afternoon.
Kentucky Conference of
rthe
Mrs. Ludie Gillum is onthe sick church and the Louisville East day afternoon at Unity Church
, with Rev. Cayc
Louisville West, and Camp
list this week.
e
Pentecost offibells- ciating.
ville districts of the
Interment was in the
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Duke
Louisville chur
ch cemetery
son returned to their hom and Conference.
with Bowlin
e
and Riggs Mortuary of Dres
Dearborn, Mich., after visiting in
Th& west unit will be cond
den
his ed
uctin charge. Survivors incl
parents for a week.
November 14-23. It Covers
ude
the three sons:
Mrs. Ernest Sullivan and Mrs. Memphis Conference and
Horton and Homer of
the Dresden and
Bowling Green, Owensbor
Leonard Sutton spent Satu
Com
mod
ore
of
Milrday
o, Hen- an; two
derson, and Hopkinsville
in Mayfield.
daug
districts ruff of Dres hters, Lula Woodof the Louisville Conf
den
and
Fann
ie
Winerence.
stead of Fulton; and three brot
hRock Springs News
ers, Rich, Jess and Bryan
AuvenNettie Lee Copelen
PERSONALS
shine.
Mrs,. Lewis Tibbs and son
Miss Eddie Matlock of Memp
his
IRVINE RITES
Memphis spent the week of spent the week-end with
-end
her
with relatives in this communit
parents. Mr. and Mrs. M.
On
y.
M.
Wedn
esday afternoon, Sept
Mrs. Colen Brown visit.Mr
lock. Eddie is a student Mat- 10,
funeral services were held .
s.
at the
Ella Veatch Wednesday f
after- Baptist Hospital School of Nurs- Mrs. Leslie Irvine, 53, of Rout for
noon.
ing.
Clinton, who died suddenly e 2,
TuesMr. Bradley
Copelen . spent
day
morning at the Hic
Dr.
Henry Alexander of Cres
kman
Thursday night with Mr. and
tCoun
ty
Mrs.
Hosp
ital
wood
in
, Ky., is visiting his siste
Elmoore Copelen.
r, J. T. Burdine, past Clintort Rev.
Mrs.
J.
or of
E. Fall and Mr. Fall
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Ellio
on ton Baptist Church, the Clintt Vine Street.
conducted
and family
moved to Paducah
services at the Mt. Vern
on MethSaturday, we are sorry they
left
our community but we wish
them
well in their new home.
Rita Carol Hardison is impr
oving, although she has a
broken
arm.

Clinton Office Is
Enlarged To Serve

Named District Head
Of Methodist Group

odist Church and intermen
t was
in the Clinton cemetery.
She is
survived by her husband, Lesl
ie
Irvine; one daughter, Miss
Sarah
Irvine, of Clinton; one
sister,

Mrs. Roy Adams of Moscow; and
her mother, Mrs. Fanny Drew.
The richest blessings are
obtained by labor.—Mary
Baker
Eddy.
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Open A Dotty Budget Account

0K Laundry's

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow,
Ray, Mrs. Dorothy Mullins, Glen
and
Diane, Visited
awhile Saturday
afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs.
Snow and Mrs. Ella Veatch. Pat
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
girls spent Friday with Marshall
and Johniti• Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Meadows
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Meadows.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Veatch
visited awhile
Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. John McClanahan

STAY NEW
Process
Really Makes Your Clothes FACTORY-FR
ESH!
"at
YOU'LL BE AMAZED!

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING
M.)

With this process which we here
at OK Laundry
have developed, life-giving oils are
actually put
back into your garments after they
have been cleaned ... the fabrics
go from "droop"
to "drape" in one simple step
; their factory-fresh look is rest
ored; their sparkling
life, pep and soft "feel" is
restored; every garment or
household item takes on a
newer-than-new look neve
r before achieved!

wveral
iulls in
tion of
5riginin a

FRESH AS NEW!..Wab,theoelorslife-givnihig

nessee,
Cata-

When

retu

oils are rebptlaacd
ed
d iri a detergedd
radiantly
clear
true! Fabric texture is rich,
with a cashmere-smooth feel
and the garment looks as
rich and as fresh as the day it
was made!
"'•41...3"1“1111r4121

1.11

THIS FALL - - - - DOW!BE SATISFIED WITH
LESS!

Now that it's time to get thos
e fall clothes out and have them
cleaned and revitalised,
get the "STAY-NEW" look that
only OK can give you. You'
"fresh-from-the-factory"
ll be amazed at their
look when you get them back from
OK.

SEND US YOUR CLOTHES, TODAY!
NEW CHARM AND BEAUTY
FOR YOUR HOME WITH TH
IS

MODERN FUNCTIONAL BEDROOM GR
OUPING
Furniture that's styled today
mind! Practical and lovely! Thewith tomorrow in
ern design in lovely blond finish very best in modwood through .. center-guide draes. Finest hardwer construction.
Come in today.
... see this value!

Prices Start at

129.95

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE COMPANY

208 Lake 'Street

Send us all of your fall wearable
'.. . . mr a's sults and bopeoats
, sport coats and
ladles sulfa, oasts, woolens ...
children's suite and coatis ...
. and after
our exclusive treattnent, experien
ce the thrill of getting them
all back with colors
radiant and clear and textsuse
with that wonderful smooth feel.
The whole famlay
will love 'eon!
slacks .

Phone 1

TELEPHONE 1-3-0....TODA
Y!

OK LAUNDRY

eersooteg
each'reasfeeseiarieeloper
Mr. and Le. Richard MohltY Is conducting the serviette
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. night and la having nice entw40Page 8 — The ulton News — Friday, Sept. 19, 1952
Mr. and Mrs. Joibn Hell Deussell Beaman end family near
to
their
Myer have rettir
erton.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon etickman
. Mr. ancl hers. Elinus Lyn Hous- home in Lansing, Each«, alter a
DUR:EDOM ROUTE 2 were Sunday dinner guests of
Cincinnati,
ten day visit with relatives hire.
ton and dauAter of
Joyce Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. MeNatt.
Our potato house is now open for business
Miss Helen Booms of WashingOhio visited Mr. and Mrs. Harand Ira
Cooley
Pearl
Mrs.
We had another good rain Sunton, D. C., is spending a week
vey PeWitt Tuesday afternoon.
home of
the
in
visited
Johnson
under the management of
day morning. The farmers will
Sympathy goes out to Mr. and with her mother and other relaand Mrs. 0. F. Taylor Saturon the death tives. Mrs. Jack Raymond, ahave more hay than they expect- Mr.
Bruce
Thomas
Mrs.
day.
ed.
of their infant son, born Septem- nother daughter and husband,
MR.HERMAN SAMS
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and little son, Don, of Lakeland,
ber 16 at the Jones Clinic.
Mesdames Julia Williams, Hat- J. C. House were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Mitchell of Fla., were expected to arrive,
tie Travis, Zula Terrell, and Tenassisted by Mr. L. V. (Vester) Williams.
Dewey Akins of Martin, they all
Hickman visited in the home of Tuesday.
rue House were Wednesday afMrs. Earl Wray
and
Mr.
on
called
Harry
PALESTINE NEWS Mrs. Bertha Nugent and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. William Long left
ternoon guests of Mrs.
It looks like this will be a good year to store
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. John Thompson Monday af- last Friday on the City of New
Yates.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mrs. Violet Bushart visited her
your potatoes.
ternoon.
Orleans for a week's vacation in
aunt, Mrs. Cora Roberts in the
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The Homemakers Club will New Orleans and Biloxi, Miss.
Fuller-Gilliam hospital Saturday. Homer Weatherspoon and Dan, meet Friday afternoon at
1:90
Let us take care of them for you.
Our community extends deepMrs. Roberts Is convalescing af- were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Townsend o'clock at the Community Cenfamthe
Vickery
to
sympathy
est
We have crates available.
ter an operation last week.
and daughter of Clinton, Ky.
The major lesson will be ily in the death of their husband
ter.
reMrs. Addle Walston has
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited "Style Trends" for fall. Members and hither, who passed away at
Your business appreciated.
turned home after a two weeks Erwin Bard Monday night. lie are urged to be present and visitafter
last
Saturday
Clinic
Jones
Mrs. has just returned home from the ors are always welcome.
visit with her daughter.
a brief illness.
Lillie Canter of Sedalia.
Fulton Hospital after being a paMr. arid Mrs. Lester Alford and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert i.merson tient several days. He is much
son of Dyerishurg spent Sunday
and Sob of Wingo were tke guests improved now.
with Mr. and Uri. William Greer.
4D
i ins
9
1
113:c7Inill
.
Rev. and
Congratulations to
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Fulton
Covington of Fort
Walnut Street
Phone 1249
Mrs. Bob
Emerson Sunday.
services of the
revival
The
RIO- Jim WinfteY p aneeding
the arrival of a Methodist Church came to a close
Mesdames Oliver Taylor and Worth, Texas on
Dean, born last week. on Friday evening. Many wonder- a abort leave with hia parents,
Ed Laude visit* Mrs. Addle Cas- son, Robert
the former An- ful serenons and fine
singing Mr. and Mrs. Dave Winfrey on
ey and Lila Mae, Monday after- Mrs. Covington is
the West State Line. lie will renie Leer* Irlitirnette of this com- were enjoyed by all who attendnoon.
port to Camp Pendleton, Calif.,
It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS'
was administered to for overseas duty.
Baptism
ed.
Irky Bushart returned to his munity.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson one.
some in Detroit after visiting his
Rice Spence
4111111P
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie Cannon and
brother, Orbie Bushart and fam- and Mr. and Mrs. with Mr. and
spent the week-end
children of Mt. Carmel, Illinois,
ilk.
famJr., and
and Mrs. Hattie Fortner of ClinOur sympathy goes out to Mr. Mrs. Shelby Davis,
and Mrs. 011ie Crider in the loss ily in Franklin, Ky.
ton were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Haynes Graham. Mrs.
Cannon is their daughter.
Mrs. T. G. Childress and son,
Tommie of Memphis, Tenn., were
guests for a few days of Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Dillon and Joe.
Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Comm were Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Fellenburg and Carol
of St. Louis, Mrs. Donald Ralston
of Albany, Oregon, Mr. Fred
Thompson of Portland, Oregon.
Mr. Fred
Mrs. Ralston and
Thompson are Mrs. Clyde Corurn's sister and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Graham of
Lovell
Artesia, New Mexico, were week- Come, See Our
PULL SIZE, BIG CAPACITY
end vi.itors of his parents, Mr.
NEW FALL STOCKS
and Mrs. Haynes Graham.
GENUINE
Mr. and Mrs. Ishmul Watts and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Gail Hardison and famMEN ... Get that "New-Hat" feeling!
(Right): You'll have that
ily.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
well-dressed feeling . . and
sons
and Mrs. Arlie Batts and
CIRCULATING OIL HEATER,
Elton
were: Brother and Mrs.
yon will be, too, in this
Jackson,
Baker and Kenny, of
MARY LANE Great coat of
Tenn.
Home palmy! Big capacity oil
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Fellenburg
all-wool petit point.' Take
besterwith genuine Duo-Therm
and Carol of St Louis, Mrs. Donbeating efiicieacy!
ald Ralston of Albany, Oregon,
note of the fabric
special
Have Just Arrived.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hodges of
Heats beautifully! Superb new
with its whispering underFulton, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff '''ade
*tiling,rich brown finigit,boss
of Cayce and Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
door pull!
tone
of texture. Lends itGet yours now while the selection
one
enjoyed
Sheehan and sons
Heats clean! Exclusive Dug
last week at the home of
evening
to the ragself
marvelously
color
and
style
Your
is at its best.
Climber Burner is clean burnMr. and Mrs. Clyde Corum, looking on high or low fire setting
of
the curslides
styling,
lax-sleeved
picture
movie
at
ing
is here, in all styles, from 6 3/4 to
and gives more lieu from every
California, Oregon, Florida, and
of
drop of oil. •
linen
and
front
vaceous
all western states. This same list
7 5/8.
extra value feeseree Automatic
of visitors visited Saturday night
back. lee% all-wool in grey,
Draft Minder . . Waste Stopwith Mr. &nether.. Cliff Wade in
tan, blue and red; ekes S-ES.
per ... Coordinated Coastal..
Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Williams
hidetaasal taffeta Uni418.
and Mr. Paul Williams visited in
Prices Start At
Paducah on Sunday.
Ray Jackson spent Sunday with
Other fine felts at $5.00 and $7.50
Harry Battg.
Congratulation wishes to Mr.
and Hrs. Lewis Patrick on the
Wayne,
birth of a ssn, Larry
Jones
September 12 at
born
Clinic. He weighed 4 1/2 pounds.
Phone 210
Street
Main
296
PHONE 201
MAIN ST.
of their baby, which passed ewnY
Wednesday of last week. Funeral
and burial were held at the Pilot
Oak Baptist Church, Thursday.
Mrs. Tye Finley visited her shier, Mrs. Tennie House, Monday.
Friends and neighbors of Mr.
Bernice Bolton met Monday and
finished cutting his tobacco.
imMr. Bolton is gradually
proving. His many friends hope
he will soon be well again.
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SWEET POTATO GROWERS:

GORDON, SOMORS, & BUTTS
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Buy inlvvii!

YOUR NEW
FALL COAT

LAY-AWAY NOW!
A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR NEW COAT UNTIL
p
YOU ARE READY FOR IT! ft,
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MARTI

MIOTHERM

OUR NEW
DOBBS HATS

90

$8.50

;ZA•r•

tIr

New

$.15

$57.00

$39.98

BENNETT ELECTRIC

CARTER-BUTIIRWORTH CLOTHING CO.

PIERCE STATION
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green of
near Fulton were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. Green's sister, Mrs.
Christine Pierce.
Harmon Pierce is very lucky in
getting to spend the week ends
at home. Harmon is stationed at
Chanute Air Base near Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud hiatheny and
children have moved to the place
recently vacated by Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Blaylock.
Long is
Paula
Little Miss
spending this week in McConnell
with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Long.
The revival meeting is in progress at Chapel Hill. Bro. Raines

OTHER MARY-LANE COATS 29.98
Checks, plaids, stripes, solid colors;
411 new fabrics.

This
Purpose G
Quonsets
Among
has double
ing grain N
are availabl
wide. 12 ft

OTHER COATS by Donnybrook.
Briny Marlin, Town Talk 29.98 up.

FOR THAT YOUNG MISS---A DEE-DEE DEB!
... The new teen-age coat sensation of
the Nation. Smartly designed, exquisitely tailored . . . the smartest coats
that you will gee this fall
for Teens and Sub-Teens ..

••••••••••

$99.98

Thoyll look up to you in tho

NEW SirleiA41

PORTRAIT BLOUSE
festive and pretty

7.95

and back ...the
7k,Shiri Andrew original by MARY MASON. The yoke curves front
full sleeve draws into a tight buttoned cuff ...the collar flares or turns down
as you wish. Captivating colors in an exciting now blend of ACETATE.
RAYON and NYLON tissue crepe. Sizes 10 to 18..

KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
LAKE STREET

by CHAMP
Here's proof apin from Clamp gm dm,
lawlo Pita Whom for costly harm
/Ws 2%-ounce festherweight Ms
,
st Owl Individually boxed
YOU CAN'T PEAT A

$750

1

A FULL LINE Of SUITS,TOO!

ZIM, 19.98. Mary-Lane, 19.98 up.
Smart styling, fine tailoring, newest fabric textures in check, stripes,
slub ribs, two-tone ribs, Europe's
smartest novelty weavesl Sizes
9-15; 10-20; 161,4.24%.

ftmooftion•••••••.••••••••••••••••••04.••••••••••••••■•■•••••••,...r.......

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

HALL-WOOTEN

The LEADER Store

CLOTHING CO.

434 LAKE STREET

CHA4MF FOR VALUE!

+ 414 LAKE STEER? +

Ng abet*
air treat Ise
neeninea Ter
lag fa goons
;ketch shows
gal and fan
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PROS AND CONS AND HERE IS
Less

STATE PROMOTES
KNIGHT AND FOX

YOUR UNITED STATES

`them to aid in this development."
COMMISSION EXPANDED
Mrs. Lucy L. Smith, Eminence,
Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby
is director
of the
division of enlarged
membership of the
My. Dam Manager
Kentucky Small Business ComSchneide
parks.
Joseph
r
is
Gets Frankfort Job
mission from nine to thirteen
another assistant director, in
members as the latter agency opTwo
promotions to executive charge of purchasing and Frankened a contract-information cenpositions in the state office of the fort office personnel.
ter in Louisville. New members
Division of Parks in Frankfort
of the Commission are Walter F.
were announced today by ConQUESTIONNAIRES MAILED
Grote, Bellevue; John W. Woods,
servation Commissioner
Henry
Questionnaires to
help
the Jr., Ashland; W. C. Howlett, AuWard.
state's new Alcoholic Study Com- burn, and Windell M. Smock,
Edward V. Fox was named as- mission determine the extent
of Louisville.
sistant director in charge of op- alcoholism in
Kentucky have
,
erations, personnel and budget- been sent all county judges
and
ing. For the last year he has been child welfare workers as well as —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY.-superintendent of operations of to some police judges, ministers
the division, and
prior to that and school officials. They are alHearing Aid Batteries
was business manager at
Ken, so to be sent to physicians and
Complete Line
tucky Darn Village, Gilbertsville. business and
industry repres- For all makes
of hearing aide!
W. L. Knight, superintendent at entatives. Plans are also under
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart
Kentucky Dam
Village for the way to study hospital facilities in
last two and a half years, was the state available for alcoholics. meat at your first opportunity.
named assistant director of the The commission
will have its
CITY DRUG CO.state division, to be in charge of next meeting in Louisville Oct.
401 Like Street Moe 70
handling arrangements for con- 14.
ventions and other off-season
meetings at state park and to assist in supervising other details
of park operations. His headquarters will be in Frankfort.
Fox is a graduate of the University of Kentucky with a maTHRow 5%
old truss with harness of leather,
jor in accounting. He is s native
TV
elastic straps. belts.
IT'S HERS — THE SEN TIONAL NEW INVENTION
of Guthrie, Ky., is married and
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
has two children.
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
Knight formerly was manager
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
of the Ritz hotel at Paducah, and
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
was assistant manager of a hotel
in St. Louis when he became
Phone 70-428
superintendent at Kentucky Dam
408 Lake Street
Village. Mrs. Knight has been a
Next to Fulton Bank
Fulton, Ky.
special writer for the Paducah
Sum-Democrat.
"The development of our state
parks has been so Vapid that there
is additional need for businesslike methods in their administration," Ward said. "Mr. Fox land
Mr. Knight bring to their new
positions a background of knowhow and experience that qualifies

By Floyd Cramer
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Some of our
American bustnesamen are failing to do their
part to preserve the Free Enterprise system. They probably talk
more -and do less—than anyone
else. From what they say, you'd
think they invented Free Enterprise; in fact, you'd think they
owned it.
I refer to the type of bustriessman who fails to live up t3 the
obligations that the Free Enterprise system imposes on all businessmen.

The Fulton News

pies advantage. In the majority
of cases, competition forces business to do just this, (whi6h is a
good reason to keep competition
alive!) But in some other cases,
supposed competitors put their
heads together to limit cornpetition and keep prices up. Every
time they do
this,
they are
weakening our whole American
systein.

The responsibilities of businessmen also go beyond employes and
product. They go into the very
What are these obligations? life of the community. Every
What are the things businessmen business pays taxes for the genmust do, if Free Enterprise is to eral welfare, but as a member of
be perpetuated and strengthen"- the community it has a duty to
improve local conditions; to sponad?
We.. Meacham, Morganfield, Ky., proudly displays his Kentucky
Show and Sale grand champion, K. F. Marshall Rodney, purBusiness's responsibility begins sor civic programs; and to give
support
to
community activities.
in employe relations. All busichased for $1,625 by Ray Yarnell, Searcy, Ark. The Meacham
s
Our businessmen — as champnesses must remember that an
are consignors to the Mid-America Shorthorn Sale, Paducah
ions
of
,
free
enterprise — must
employe is a fellow man, and not
Septemb
er 25.
show their willingness and ability
a commodity or a machine.
to meet social problems. A "let
It is business's
responsibility
in group work at Boston Univerto pay as high a wage as good George do it" attitude toward
management will allow; to pro- welfare problems, is to invite the
sity School of Social Work the
governm
ent
to
play
George.
vide pleasant, healthy working
past year. While at Boston UniMen are happiest when they do
conditions; to consider the fuversity Miss Treat did field work
tare welfare of employes by of- not NEED to turn to the governwith the Children's Aid Associafaring protection against slickness ment. But business must never
Miss Edith T. Treat
tion and served as Volunteer
and accident, by life insurance forget that the socialist planirs
•„Eegins Duties Oct. 1st. Trainer for the Girl Scout
and by some type of retirement gained ground ONLY when
Counfriends of free enterprise failed
Planin their responsibility to the peo- br. J. B. Temple, chairman of cil.
the Staff and Office Committee of
ple.
Her work experience has been
Business also has a responsibthe Bear Creek Girl Scout Coun- as
Executive
Director of the
ility to its
customers. It has a
cil, announces today that
Miss Waterbury Area Girl Scout Counduty to honestly try to give the Dawson
Edith
T.
Treat
of
Waterbur
y, cil, Waterbury, Connecticut,
Announces
as
best product for the lowest price.
Connecticut, has accepted the Executiv
e— Secretary
of the
That is the essence of free enter- Fire Week Plans
position of Executive
Director. Marion, Ohio, Girl Scout
Counprisesat work, and unless this reThis position was formerly held cil and
At a
as Field Captain of the
meeting of fire chiefs
sponsibility is met, free enterby Miss Ruth Allison, who resignprise is not working to the peo- from Fulton, Mayfield, Murray, ed to accept scholarship for grad- South Nassau Girl Scout Council,
New York.
Martin and
Union City which
Reserve
was held in Union City last Wed- uate study at Western
Miss Treat directed Camp
Universi
ty.
MARTIN.SE NO Lb
nesday night, plans were made
Kirkwold, at
Readfield, Maine,
Miss
Treat
was
graduate
for the Fire Prevention
d with during the 1952 season. She forWeek
a
Bachelor
of
Science
parade that will be
degree
staged in
merly directed camps at Waterfrom the University of Connecti- bury and
ciation, and National Association
these five cities.
Marion.
cut and has done graduate study
of Girl Scout Executives.
fire Prevention
week begins
Professional organizations to
Miss Treat will begin her duMonday, October 6 and local Fire
which Miss Treat belongs are Al- ties with
the Bear Creek Council
Chief W. T. Dawson announces with Harold Weldon and
John trusa, American Camping Asso- on
October 1st.
the following schedule of para- Adams on the truck.
des:
October 11 — Members of the
Monday, October 6—the Fulton local Fire Department will leave
Mearsslatyl or interiorssad
Departm
Fire
ent will go to Union here at noon for Mayfield. Stanexisriorsi Dries FAST! IsNaos
Itoieeers eissi pre- City and take one piece of fire ley Jones will
be the driver; J. D.
tests. Takes risiseli
equipmen
Rex
t.
Ruddle will be Simpson and Thomas Exum will
ISA &est Wars sad hire,
Mae&
the driver; Bill Alexander and go with the truck.
#11 PICT fOR All 111100111 Marco Wood will go with the
The Punta? High School band
truck.
will
in the Martin, Union
FArehnnoe Furniture Co. October 8 — The Fire Preven- City march
408 EDDINGS STREET
and Fulton parades.
The
207, Church
Phone 35 , tion Parade will be at Fulton. Lions Club of Fulton will furnish
Glenn Rice
will be the driver transportation. The Rotary and
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
Business Men's Clubs will furnish
the float for the parade and the
Chamber of
Commerce is
to
handle the publicity.
State Representative Jennings
X.earby will drive the elected
"Miss Flame", to all Of these I
towns in a 1952 Ford convertible.

scour DIRECTOR

NAMED BY TEMPLE

it

&Pod

ENAMEL

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

This addition to the well-known line of Quonset buildings
, the AllPurpose Granary, points up the fact that not all round
Quonseta with the new observation that not all Quonseta buildings are
are round.
Among several features as new as its lines, this
all-steel structure
has double walla for self-ventilation and provision
s
for
drying
and cooling grain Nature's way by unheated air. Fan and
are available as optional equipment. The basic tunnel units for this
building
unit
is 18 ft.
wide, 12 ft. long. Length may be increased by any number
of 8 ft. units.
Fan and tunnel accessories for
drying and cooling grain in stor•
age are removable, enabling the
building's use for many other purposes when not filled with grain.
Drying Cost Low
Drying and cooling are accomplished by a "down-flow" eirculation of unheated air sketched at
left. Coat of this drying operation
is only about 8 cents a 13us.hel. Necessity for "turning"grain in storage is eliminated by cooling.
When using the building for
these purposes, grain is piled
over the tunnel to a 6%-ft. depth
as the structure is filled. When the
•
fan is operated, air is pulled into
the building through its openings
down through the grain. Carrying
moisture picked up from the grain,
the airflows outthrough the tunnel
Fan Runs MAN Days
At harvest time,the fan ill oyez.
ated continuously for an initial
period until the 'train's moisture
content is brought down to a safe
level for storage. This requires
from 20 to 00 da,ya, depending
upon moisture content of grain and
local weather. Thereafter, the fan
Is operated oceasionally ea cool
days and nights in order to reduce
grain temperature to the lowest
possible peMt for winter storage.
In event grain temperature rises
N,"theta skews low et unheated abnormal
ly thereafter, any heatair from leavers and side-wall lag due to
openings for grain &Ties and cool- reduced bymass moisture may be
further fan operation.
lag Is Quonset Granary. Lower Under normal
s this will
;ketch shows how removable tan- be unnecessarycondition
if drying was done
ad and fan are installed,
properly at harvest time.

See this building on display at

McADOO COAL YARD
119 E. Main Street — Union City
RLAKIMORE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, DEALERS
UNION CITY, TENN1ISSIE

TIENILATH that big broad bonnet is the
rill reason for this headline.
It's a four-barreled automatic carburetor—Airpower by name—which has a
way of gulping in what the dictionary
defines as"asudden blast of wind"when
extra power is needed.
And the way this gorgeous performer
can step out as this occurs is something
you'll always remember.
For ordinary driving. two barrels are
all you need — and two barrels are all
that are working. They give you an
extra thrifty flow of fuel for round*own cruising.

88

RUPTURE
That
Th

CITY DRUG CO

Zippy's Piping hot lunches
served in a jiffy, make
perfect meals for hurried
travelers, shoppers and
business-folk.

Phone

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Plate Lunches
Sandwiches

ZIPPY CAFE
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass

When extra power is wanted in a hurry
—the "reserves" swing into action—
feeding extra fuel and extra air in an
ever-thrifty mixture, which delivers the
greatest horsepower in Buick history.

his is one of many distinctions that
endear ROADMASTERS to fine-oar
owners.
It's a car as rich in finish as it is in
power—a oar of expansive room—restful silence — level in gait — beautifully
responsive to your mood and will.
And it offers the effortless ease of
Power Steering* especially engineered
by Buick to save your strength in

parking and slow-motion maneuvers,
and still let you feel a proud sense of
command and a sure sense of control
on the highway.
There's just one question we'd like to
ask: When are you going to come in and
enjoy the ride of your life!,
41140111•10, OCCMOriel,Pries mod models an 14*i a*
ohaag• trithort astiec •Optioadd a mare cost on
Itommuffrim emi SUM mug.

WIIIN DITTElt AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WItl. BUILD
1511111

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton. Kentucky
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FHA CHAPTER TO
VISIT BIG FAIR

KAYE.OIERRY IS
GUEST OfFIREMEN

Pvt. Carl Johnsopo per cent interest Ann,
Let us weatherstrip your winCayce, Arrives
do
and doors. Fulton Roofing
trarusferred,to malt= the J
Insulation Company. Phone
In Germany
South Fulton High
F. Graham Estate, He also
Schqol's
557 for free estimate.
Future Homemakers of ArnePica
PARK LANE ICE CREAM. it
Young Lady Is "Miss
With the 28th Infantry Division fers to me in this settlement, his
lease on Graham Place in
in
GALLON 69c AT U-TOTE 'EM TYPEWRITERS — ADDING Ma- have received special invitation
any — Pvt. Carl
QuitFla
L.
me"
Of Fire Week JohnsGerm
By
chine - Cash Registers, Sales to attend the Future FarmersMar
GROCERY, FULTON.
on, Cayce, Ky., recently ar- man- County, Mica., all tannin*
tha
Whi
te
The
Fulto
n
Fire
Department rived in
Impl
emen
ts,
corn
Service. Trade, Rent. Fulton Future Homemakers Day at the
and
Germ
etc., free
any and * serving
was entertained WeAmsday night
Mid-South
debt, and is to give posse of
Fair in
Office Supply Co. Phone 85.
Memphis
sp'on
SAVE A LIFE: Portable Iron king
at the Legion Home with a din- with the 28th Infantry Division. within
Monday, September 22. The chapten
day*
of
Nov
this
in
Bavar
ia,
now available at Fulton Nue FOR SALE
in southern ment
ner party and dance. Members of
or Trade — One ap- ter plans to leave at seven a. m.,
.
Germ
any,
Eas
the
divis
y
Way
ion
Station; service gratis.. Compliis receivthe American Legion Auxiliary
artment house. Top rent. Stays and will arrive in Memphis abou
To whom it may concern:
t
ments Fulton Moose Club.
served a delicious country ham ing intensive field training under
That
to Flour Chicken
rented. P. 0. Box 202, Fulton, ten a. m. Arrangements have
simul
ated
comb
at
condi
tiosn
. It is one blue mule name Joe 8 years
dinne
r with all the fixings. The
been made to take a school bus,
Kentucky.
So many products these days
old,
part
of
the
one
Nort
bay
Atlan
h
mane
tic
Trea
kitch
ty
mule
en Committee was composed
DEEP FREEZE home rreezers,
name
with J. C. Roberts and
come in nice plastic bags of variOrganization (NATO) Army that Lue about 7
Marvin ous
years
Westinghouse Appliances, Moold;
sizes that have a lot of fine of Mrs. nal* Wiggins in charge Is guar
Laird as drivers.
Studebaker wagon and harne one
ding
weste
rn
Euro
pe.
FA
assis
reRM
ted
uses.
LOA
by
I
ss.
store my summer shoes
torola Television at your 'ApMesdames Jack
NS
The adults making the trip are away
Private Johnson joined the diThe above is paid for
in such bags, closing them Speight, Leon Hutchens, Gilbert
in full
pliance Headquarters", City
Mrs. Mary D. Guilt Chapter
August 28 an an in- and I guarantee title in same
Ad- with rubber band to keep out the Bowlin, Jones Gamblin, Neal vision on
Electric Company on Commer.I
siver, Mrs. Hillman Collier, ChapLong Terms.have this day written the
dust and dirt.
Looney, Wallace Shankle, and J. fantryman.
chancial Avenue.
ter Mother, Mrs. Clayburn Peepcery clerk at Quitman
Ons excellent G. Mullins, President
county,
of the local
les, and Mrs. Lily Mae Raines.
kitchen use for auxiliary
Miss., authorizing him
-Easy Payments
Local Church Has
of Post No. 72.
to
BARGAIN: While it lasts Utility
a good sized
his records, against Mr. satisfy
The plans are to participate in
The naembers of the Fulton New Rec
plastic bag is for
Fir Framing Lumber-2x4's,
for the above describe! Vaughn
the parade along with other F.
tor
property.
flouring(Thicken. Fire Department and their wives
and 2x8's—Kiln Dried—$&00
For
H.
A.
the
ATK
chapt
first
INS
(Signed): D. L Toombs
ers
time
of
,
HO
in
West
sever
LM
Tenne
AN schools.
al
ssee
Instead of using were special hosts to
per hundred. KRAMER LUMNext on the schedule of
the old bowl Cherry, who is "Miss Miss Kaye years the Episcopal Churches in Witnesses: A. W. Rhooel.
Flame", re- this area will have
BER CO., Walnut St., Phone 96
events is the World ChampionAnother
method and get- cently chosen
AND FIELDS
from this city to charge. Rev. Willi a rector in a bale of paper was receipt for
ship Rodeo. F. F. A. and F. H. A.
ting your hands reign
am G. Frank,
cotton sold to Dockery
over Fire Prevention Week of Louis
all
3-HORSE CUSHION, air cooled
cover
members will be admitted free.
ed with
ville, will be rector of St. & Donaldson. The bale
weighed
flour, try this in Octobe:.
--Insurancemotor. Good condition. See at
Paul'
The chapter also has
s
Episcopal Church in Hick- 548-lbs., was received on
plans to
Nov. 5,
the next time.
After the dinner those
Leonard Holland's Shop.
man.
tour all exhibits and booths:
1915, and was sold Jan.
208 Main St.
Phone
Put .elf. rising enjoyed music and danci present
14,
1916,
He
ng
for
will
and
also
13 1/2c per lb.,
be in charge
The chapter will leave Memflour in a plastic a social hour.
bringing
Those who attended Christ Church at Columbus of $73.98, with deduc
FOR SALE: New Royal and Rem- l'OP PRIC
phis at six o'clock, and should be
bag,
and
ts
and
of
seaso
$4.68
n
,
netES
were: Miss Cherry, Don Wright, of Trinity
PMI's for country
it with salt and pepper accor
ington Portable typewriters.
Church in
ding Marco Wood
Fulton. ting $69.30. The sale was creaited
hams; bring us your eggs. back by ben P. M.
to your tastes. Just add the
,
Mr.
Bish
and
op
Mrs.
to
Remington and Victor Adding
Haye
the
Charl
s
accou
chick
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nt of the Graham es- Bryan
Clingham of
Sma:'s Cafe.
en pieces, already cut up,
t, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Simp- Louisville will ordai
tate.
Machines. You can arrange con
n
at the top, and shake vigorfaste
son, Glenn Rice, Mr. and Mrs. at St. Paul's Episc n Rev. Frank
ously
.
Joe Davis Elected
The
venient budget payments. Harother
opal
paper was a tax reChur
Your chicken will be all ready
ch in
to John Adams, Mr. and- Mrs. Chip Hickman on October 5.
ceipt to A. M. Vaughn
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commerpop into the hot frying pan.
To
Rot
issued en
ary
Boa
Rober
rd
Save
ts,
Haro
MAR
ld Weldon, Mr. and
T-1,501MM PANTS
Jan. 31, 1914, for road taxes
the flour in the bag to make
cial Avenue.
your Mrs. Raymond Stallins, H.
Joe Davis has been elected to gravy.
from D. S. Smith, Sheri , $6.50,
Works &
P. Any Grahams—
ff, by J.
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Milton ExHot biscuits made from easy
Isswiew Pollee
the Board of Directors of the
M. Whatley, Deputy.
(Continued
to
Ful- use self-rising
rase One)
FOR RENT: Rent a new typeton Rotary Club, succeeding
flour will be the per- urn, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Williams, good land and trom
& losoaslo
Anot
her
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r
from
some
Don
Arkansas
personal prowriter or adding machine.
Tappan, who has moved to Jack- fect accompaniment to America's Mr and Mrs. Stanley Jones, Rex perty. He would
.about the dead Mr. Vaug
AND SUPER
n't
favorite meal. And self-risin
hn was
Available by week, month or
son, Tennessee. Harvey Caldw
g flour Ruddle, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ex- about his relations. tell anybody as follows:
KEM
Is
-TO
good
ell
NE
for
His
farm will
making gravy, too.
urn, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bizzle,
quarter. Low Rates. 11 you dehas been appointed SergeantWhen the chicken is fried
be
sold
to
Monr
the
state
Atoe,
if
no
Ark.
heirs is
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander and
cide to keep the machine after
gravy made, take this lip and
Aug. 8, 1952.
Exchange Furn. Co. Arms, also succeeding Tappan. the
for Fire Chief and Mrs. W. T. Daw- found. He don't owe nothing Dear
renting it, the amount paid can
glean
ing
Sheri
the
ff:
pan. Instead of trying son.
against his place. I have lived on
207 Church St.
Masse 35
be applied on the purchase.
to wash it Immediately, loose
DISTRICT CHAIRMAN
Just a word to see if I
his place for 5 years. So if you
could
cooked-on crumbles by soaki n the
Harvey Caldwell co., 206 Colnfind
anyth
ing
can check back to 1911 to 1918
ng for
of this man, A M.
Dr. Eugene E. Goias?, of Louis about half an hour la cold—
mercial Ave., Phone $74.
Vaug
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not
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e. He died at my
may find someone. Please
HALE FUNERAL
warm--watet. You'll find it
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Labor rids
house Mon. night, and has
pat- much easie
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no peowash when you are evils — irksous of three great do what you can and let me know ple as
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Funeral services were held tor of the Fulton First Methodist ready. Andr to
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ever
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soon
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as possible. I am enclosing
me about. And
and
dry by putting beak
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I
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d
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—
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lease
paper
where he had
s that he got over
just a minute.
will be district chairman of pub- This
and up. Sales and service. land Presbyterian
keeps those stains from
there. So awaiting your answer made at Birdie, Miss., in 1915.
Church
in
your
promotion for
Bennett Electric. Phone 201, Union City for Arch 0. Hale, who licity and
The lease was from F. Grah
the good dish towels.
I
rema
in,
USED -10 De.WHEN
died from a heart attack at his Methodist Louisville Area United
and has some real estate and am,
Fulton, Ky.
Yours truly,
wish
home in Union City Friday night Evangelistic Mission. This misif you could help in any
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N
way to
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sion will be conducted Octob
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- Rev. Wallace
locate any of his people.
er Prayer Service
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For Bruce Baby
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Walnut Street.
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Mrs. ary met last Friday at the home
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of of Mr. and Mrs. Thompson
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'
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